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ABSTRACT
Context. Be/X-ray binaries (BeXRBs) are the most populous class of high-mass X-ray binaries. Their X-ray duty cycle is tightly

related to the optical companion wind activity, which in turn can be studied through dedicated optical spectroscopic observations.
Aims. We study optical spectral features of the Be circumstellar disk to test their long-term variability and their relation with the X-ray
activity. Special attention has been given to the Hα emission line, one of the best tracers of the disk conditions.
Methods. We obtained optical broadband medium resolution spectra from a dedicated campaign with the Anglo-Australian Telescope
and the Southern African Large Telescope in 2014−2015. Data span over one entire binary orbit, and cover both X-ray quiescent and
moderately active periods. We used Balmer emission lines to follow the evolution of the circumstellar disk.
Results. We observe prominent spectral features, like double-peaked Hα and Hβ emission lines. The Hα V/R ratio significantly
changes over a timescale of about one year. Our observations are consistent with a system observed at a large inclination angle
(i & 60◦ ). The derived circumstellar disk size shows that the disk evolves from a configuration that prevents accretion onto the
neutron star, to one that allows only moderate accretion. This is in agreement with the contemporary observed X-ray activity. Our
results are interpreted within the context of inefficient tidal truncation of the circumstellar disk, as expected for this source’s binary
configuration. We derived the Hβ-emitting region size, which is equal to about half of the corresponding Hα-emitting disk, and
constrain the luminosity class of V850 Cen as III–V, consistent with the previously proposed class.
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1. Introduction
V850 Cen/GX 304-1 is a Be/X-ray binary (BeXRB) system
composed of a B2 Vne optical companion (V850 Cen, mR ∼
12.6) and a pulsating neutron star (NS, McClintock et al. 1977),
located at a distance of 2.4 ± 0.5 kpc (Parkes et al. 1980). The
first X-ray emission from this system was detected in 1967
during a balloon observation (Hewish et al. 1968; Lewin et al.
1968), while the optical counterpart was discovered only ten
years later, using data from the Anglo-Australian Telescope
(AAT) by Mason et al. (1978).
BeXRBs are characterized by luminous X-ray outbursts
powered by the accretion of matter onto the NS. The accreted
matter is supplied by the Be star, whose stellar wind is expelled
under the form of a circumstellar equatorial disk, which can be
extended up to many stellar radii (Rivinius et al. 2013). Typically, X-ray (Type I) outbursts in BeXRBs take place at each periastron passage, where the disk is closer to the NS orbit and the
gravitational influence of the NS is stronger. They are therefore
characterized by a periodical recurrence identical to the orbital
period.
The circumstellar decretion disk is a geometrically thin,
high-density plasma rotating at a nearly Keplerian speed, and

is observationally determined by infrared (IR) excess and by
Balmer emission lines in the optical band, especially the Hα
emission line (Porter & Rivinius 2003). In fact, spectral parameters of the Hα line (such as the equivalent width (EW), the full
width at half maximum (FWHM), and others) provide quantitative information on the circumstellar disk structure, its size and
density distribution (see e.g. Grundstrom & Gies 2006, and references therein).
In certain cases, circumstellar disks in BeXRBs are truncated
by the gravitational influence of the NS (Negueruela & Okazaki
2001; Monageng et al. 2017, and references therein), thus becoming optically thick at IR wavelengths and subject to
radiation-driven instabilities. Under the influence of such instabilities, the disk becomes warped, tilted, and precessing (Porter
1998). Once deformed, the circumstellar disk can transfer matter
onto the NS at different orbital phases than the periastron, thus
powering giant (Type II) outbursts or shutting down the periodical ones (Okazaki et al. 2013; Martin et al. 2014, and references
therein). Therefore, the X-ray activity and the Be-disk status are
tightly entwined and need to be studied together.
The X-ray history of GX 304-1 is studded with both active and quiescent periods. After its first X-ray detection, the
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Fig. 1. Swift/BAT [15−50 keV] light curve of the long term GX 304-1 X-ray activity. Superimposed are the AAT/UCLES (2014 − green bar) and
SALT/HRS (2015 − red bars) observations.

Table 1. Journal of V850 Cen optical observations with AAT/UCLES and SALT/HRS.

Program & block ID

Seeing (arcsec)

Date & pointing time

Exposure [ks]

Filter

AAT UCLES + EEV2 UC205
2014-2-SCI-077 P1 HRS 32843
2014-2-SCI-077 P1 HRS 32840
2014-2-SCI-077 P2 HRS 32841
2014-2-SCI-077 P2 HRS 32842
2014-2-SCI-077 P3 HRS 32844
2014-2-SCI-077 P2 HRS 32839

1.50
1.36
1.20
1.90
1.60
1.36
1.54

2014-04-16 12:35 [UT]
2015-02-06 01:23 [SAST]
2015-02-17 01:32 [SAST]
2015-02-27 01:04 [SAST]
2015-03-05 23:20 [SAST]
2015-03-20 03:02 [SAST]
2015-04-23 21:42 [SAST]

2 × 1200
940
940
1034
1034
940
1034

–
SDSSr-S
SDSSi-S1
SDSSg-S1
SDSSi-S
SDSSr-S1
SDSSi-S1

source was regularly outbursting with a ∼132.5 d periodicity
(Priedhorsky & Terrell 1983), which was interpreted as the orbital period. The periodical X-ray activity lasted until around
1984 (Pietsch et al. 1986), when the source entered a long period with no detectable X-ray emission, that is, a quiescent
phase. The source resumed its activity only 28 yr later, in
June 2008, when it was detected in the hard X-ray band by
INTEGRAL (Manousakis et al. 2008). Since then, GX 304-1 resumed its periodical outburst activity, with typical peak luminosities of 1036−37 erg/s. The new active period lasted for
∼6 yr, and its last outburst was a giant one, characterized by an
X-ray luminosity of ∼2 × 1037 erg/s and a double-peaked light
curve whose peaks were centered far from the periastron. Afterwards, the source turned into another quiescent period, showing
only sporadic weak outbursts at periastron passages (see, e.g.,
Nakajima et al. 2015).
Despite GX 304-1 being a luminous X-ray transient that
has furnished a wealth of information on the physics of accreting pulsars (Devasia et al. 2011; Yamamoto et al. 2011;
Klochkov et al. 2012; Malacaria et al. 2015; Jaisawal et al. 2016;
Rothschild et al. 2017), optical studies of V850 Cen are rare.
However, early observations of V850 Cen during the 28 yr
X-ray quiescent period showed that the optical spectrum initially exhibited strong double-peaked Hα line that progressively faded out, eventually leaving only the absorption feature
(Corbet et al. 1986; Haefner 1988). The lack of Hα line from
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V850 Cen reflects the depletion of the Be-disk, which turned off
the X-ray source (Pietsch et al. 1986).
Here we present a spectroscopic study of V850 Cen in the
wavelength range 4500 to 8900 Å. Observations were obtained
between April 2014 and April 2015, when the X-ray source was
showing only moderate activity. The results presented here are
focused on a spectral analysis of the Hα line, with the aim of
probing the Be circumstellar decretion disk, and thus the connection between the disk and the X-ray activity of the NS.

2. Observations and data reduction
Optical spectroscopic observations of V850 Cen were performed with two ground-based telescopes: the 3.9 m Anglo Australian Telescope (AAT) and the 10 m Southern African Large
Telescope (SALT). A log of the observations is given in Table 1,
while Fig. 1 shows the optical observations superimposed to the
X-ray long-term light curve of GX 304-1.
The first observation was obtained on 2014, April 16th, at
the AAT with the University College London Echelle Spectrograph (UCLES, Horton et al. 2012). UCLES is a high-resolution
spectrograph (R > 40 000) sensitive in the range 4500−8900 Å.
The source was observed with a 2 × 20 min exposure and a 100. 5
slit width while the seeing was 100. 50. Both runs were carried out
with the 31 line/mm cross-dispersing grating and the EEV2 CCD
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Table 2. Spectral parameters of the Hα emission line and derived disk radii.

MJD (φorb )
56 763 (0.12)
57 059 (0.36)
57 070 (0.44)
57 080 (0.52)
57 086 (0.56)
57 101 (0.68)
57 135 (0.94)

EW
[Å]

FWHM
[Å] (km s−1 )

∆V
[km s−1 ]

V/R

−14.1 ± 0.7
−36.4 ± 1.2
−32.3 ± 0.9
−33.0 ± 1.2
−39.0 ± 1.3
−32.8 ± 1.5
−27.0 ± 1.3

7.8 ± 0.1 (367 ± 3)
7.4 ± 0.1 (342 ± 3)
7.1 ± 0.1 (326 ± 3)
7.3 ± 0.2 (337 ± 4)
7.3 ± 0.2 (334 ± 3)
7.6 ± 0.2 (354 ± 4)
8.1 ± 0.4 (366 ± 4)

252 ± 3
185 ± 6
180 ± 3
189 ± 3
191 ± 3
200 ± 3
224 ± 9

0.22 ± 0.03
0.83 ± 0.02
0.75 ± 0.01
0.73 ± 0.02
0.73 ± 0.03
0.84 ± 0.01
0.75 ± 0.05

(with a central wavelength of 5450 Å). The chip was read out in
“normal” mode, with a readout noise of 3.9 electrons.
The second set of observations was carried out at the SALT
with the High Resolution Spectrograph (HRS, Tyas 2012).
SALT/HRS is a dual-beam (blue arm 370−555 nm and red
arm 555−890 nm) fibre-fed echelle spectrograph, with a single
2k × 4k CCD to capture all the blue orders, while a 4k × 4k
detector is used for the red orders. HRS was always set up in the
Medium Resolution Mode (R ∼ 40 000), whose readout speed
is 400 kHz for both arms and the slit width is 000. 7. The CCDs
binning was the standard 1 × 1 in the spatial direction, that is
optimized for the spectral resolution. Due to problems with the
CCD in the blue arm science frame (blue spectra suffer from instrumental contamination and are complicated by multiple readout amplifiers), here we have only used SALT red arm data.
All data have been reduced using standard IRAF1 packages
(version 2.16), and all images have been both bias- and flatfieldcorrected. Wavelength calibration has been applied using arc
(thorium−argon) lamp spectra. Flux calibration was not applied,
since the spectra were used to measure spectral parameters of
emission features and to locate the peaks of the double-peaked
emission lines.

3. Results
3.1. The rotational velocity

It is known that Be stars are rapid rotators, and their rotational
velocity can be measured using emission or absorption line parameters. Steele et al. (1999) provide the relations between the
projected rotational velocity V sin i (where i is the inclination angle under which the observer sees the disk plane) and the FWHM
of He I lines. Those relations have been largely employed in the
literature (see, e.g. Rajoelimanana et al. 2017; Reig et al. 2010,
2004; Kızıloǧlu et al. 2007). However, He I lines lie in the blue
part of the stellar spectrum, which is not available in our case
(see Sect. 2). On the other hand, Hanuschik (1989) derived the
relations between V sin i and the spectral parameters of the Hα
emission line, that is, the peak separation ∆V (in case of doublepeaked lines), the EW, and the FWHM. Those relations are described in the following equations, where the V sin i is given as
a function of the FWHM:
FWHM(Hα) = 1.4V sin i + 50 km s−1 ,
as a function of ∆V and EW:
!
∆V
log
= −0.32 log EW(Hα) − 0.20,
2V sin i
1
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(1)

(2a)

Eq. (1)
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V sin i [km s−1 ]
Eq. (2a) Eq. (2b)
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Eq. (3)

Rdisk
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Fig. 2. Evolution of the Hα emission line profile, as observed by
SALT/HRS during one entire orbital period at the beginning of 2015.

or as a function of FWHM and EW:
 FWHM 
log
= −0.1 log EW(Hα) + 0.04,
2V sin i

(3)

with ∆V, FWHM, and V sin i measured in km s−1 , while EW in Å
(where the absolute value of EW is considered as the argument
of the logarithm).
Because the fit parameters are reported without errors in
Hanuschik (1989), a realistic error calculation on the derived
V sin i values is not possible. Following van Belle (2008) for an
estimation of the error on V sin i we considered the range shown
by the data points in Figs. 1, 4, and 8 in Hanuschik (1989), from
which Eqs. (1), (3), and (2a), respectively, have been obtained.
The resulting errors on V sin i are 50, 40, and 110 km s−1 for
Eqs. (1), (3), and (2a), respectively.
We calculated EWs for double-peaked profiles by direct integration of the flux across the feature using the splot task of
IRAF. The same task has been used to obtain FWHMs by fitting
a single Gaussian profile over the entire double-peaked feature,
which fits well the overall line shape. Furthermore, the doublepeaked profiles have also been fitted using the deblending routine
available in IRAF. The two peaks have been modeled with two
Voigt functions, which fitted the line wings better than Gaussian
functions. This allowed us to obtain line centers and intensity of
the two peaks above the continuum. These, in turn, allowed us
to calculate the so-called V/R ratio, defined as the relative intensity of the blue (V) and red (R) peaks in the split profile of the
line, and the peak separation ∆V. Following the methodology of
Reig et al. (2010), to derive all Hα lines spectral parameters the
A24, page 3 of 7
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Fig. 3. Variability of the Hα line spectral parameters compared to the
X-ray flux as a function of time. Panels show, from top to bottom,
the Equivalent Width (EW), the Full Width Half Maximum (FWHM),
the V/R ratio, and the Swift/BAT X-ray count rate, while on the x-axis
is reported the time in MJD.

Fig. 4. Correlations between the Hα line-related parameters and the Hα
Equivalent Width. Panels show on the y-axis, from top to bottom, the
V/R ratio, the circumstellar disk radius calculated from Eq. (8), and
the peak separation ∆V, while on the x-axis is reported the EW absolute
value.

fitting procedure has been iterated twelve times for each doublepeaked feature. Since the main source of uncertainty in the EW is
due to the difficult definition of the continuum, at each iteration
a slightly different point of the continuum was sampled. Final
values and errors of line parameters have been calculated as the
average and standard deviation over those iterated measures.
The results are given in Table 2. Values of V sin i obtained
by Eqs. (1), (2a), (3) show different nominal values (consistent within the large errors). However, it is important to note
that those relations are obtained for isolated Be stars, while
circumstellar disks of BeXRBs are about 1.5−2 times denser
than those of isolated Be stars (Zamanov et al. 2001; Reig et al.
2016). Such an effect has been attributed to disk truncation, although those works find higher disk densities also for BeXRBs
with long orbital periods, in which disk truncation is expected
to be inefficient (see Sect. 3.4). Hanuschik et al. (1988) relates
the disk density to the intercept of Eq. (2a) (see Eq. (8) of their
work), while Monageng et al. (2017) find that for a group of
−EW
V
BeXRBs, the best-fit solution of log( 2V∆sin
i ) versus log( Å ) results in the new relation:
!
∆V
log
= −0.33 log EW(Hα) − 0.03.
(2b)
2V sin i

a large (60◦ . i . 80◦ ) inclination angle, yet not an edge-on
view. Later, more physical models (Hummel 1994; Hanuschik
1996; Hummel & Hanuschik 1997) also support a large inclination angle. However, we should note here that line profile shapes
do not always give unambiguous information about the disk inclination angle (Silaj et al. 2010; Quirrenbach et al. 1997). In
any case, transient shell lines do not demand a tilt of the disk
plane. For example, shell profiles need a geometrically thick
medium to form. Therefore, the Hα line profiles observed in the
present work may simply be due to a decrease of the disk density, with respect to previous conditions. Assuming typical values of the mass and radius of a B2 type star as M? = 9.9 M ,
R? = 5.4 R (Townsend et al. 2004; Pasinetti-Fracassini et al.
2000; Sugizaki et al. 2015), the critical velocity of rotation is
r
GM?
Vbreak =
≈ 475 km s−1 .
(4)
R?

Equation (2b) returns an average projected velocity of ∼330 ±
55 km s−1 . Since this value has been obtained using a relationship that is calibrated on BeXRBs, we use this as a reference
value in the following.
Be stars are believed to rotate at ∼60−80% of their critical
velocity (Porter 1996; Rivinius et al. 2006). Earlier observations
of the V850 Cen Hα line (Parkes et al. 1980; Corbet et al. 1986)
detected a shell-type profile of the emission line, that is a doublepeaked profile in which the central absorption extends below
the stellar continuum flux. According to the seminal model by
Struve (1931, yet largely accepted; see Rivinius et al. 2013, for
a more recent review), shell-type profiles imply an inclination
angle of i ∼ 90◦ (i.e. an edge-on system). During our campaign we did not observe shell-type emission lines (see Fig. 2).
Therefore, based on a qualitative comparison with Fig. 1 of
Rivinius et al. (2013), the profiles detected in this work support
A24, page 4 of 7

With an inclination angle i = 90◦ and V sin i = 330 km s−1 , the
resulting critical fraction is w = V/Vbreak ≈ 0.69. On the other
hand, assuming w = 0.8 and V sin i = 330 km s−1 , the resulting
inclination angle is i ∼ 60◦ , which is still consistent with the
inclination inferred by the Hα line profile. We therefore conclude
that, at least during our observations, a more conservative range
for the inclination angle of V850 Cen is 60◦ . i . 90◦ and that
V850 Cen is likely rotating at 0.69 . w . 0.80.
3.2. The Hα line evolution

Table 2 summarizes the results of the spectral analysis, showing
the evolution of Hα spectral parameters during the observational
campaign. The evolution of the Hα emission line profile is also
shown in Fig. 2, while a comparison of the Hα spectral parameters with the X-ray flux is shown in Fig. 3. From the latter plot,
it is clear that the EW and the V/R ratio show a significant increase from the observation in 2014 to those in 2015. The EW
doubled on a timescale of one year, while the V/R ratio increased
by a factor of 4 in the same period. Despite the large variation
in the V/R ratio, the dominant profile is always V < R. The
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V/R variability is an important tracer of the disk activity. Indeed,
while the strength of the Hα line (i.e., the EW) helps to trace size
and density of the circumstellar disk (see Sect. 3.3), its morphology gives information about the degree of symmetry in the disk
density, and in particular to possible global one-armed density
oscillations (Oktariani & Okazaki 2009, and references therein).
Our observations show that the disk density is asymmetrically
distributed, likely due to a global density perturbation, and that
the perturbation is still present at the smallest measured EW (i.e.,
at the smallest disk radius), although at a much lower degree.
However, when the disk grows, the perturbation can develop further and the V/R ratio becomes higher. The relative intensity between the V and R peaks of Be stars in BeXRBs is found to
cyclically vary (i.e. from V < R to V > R, and vice versa)
with a typical period of about 5 yr (Negueruela & Okazaki 2001;
Reig et al. 2016). The very low value of the V/R ratio observed
in 2014 possibly indicates that before our observation the V/R
ratio was even lower, with a V ≈ R period, preceded by a V > R
phase.
The evolution of Hα spectral parameters seems also to reflect the evolution of X-ray production from the NS, as shown
in Fig. 1. The minimum observed value of EW is obtained during the AAT observation on April 2014. Around that period, the
X-ray source remained on a quiescent level during repeated periastron passages. One year later the EW increased significantly
while, at the same time, the X-ray source was showing moderate activity (Nakajima et al. 2015). Therefore, higher X-ray
fluxes are produced when the Hα line is stronger, that is, when
the size of the Hα-emitting region (the circumstellar disk) is
larger, thanks to the fact that larger disks get closer to the NS.
Immediately before and after our SALT observations in 2015,
the source shows moderate X-ray outbursts at the periastron
passages (Nakajima et al. 2015), but the following outbursts are
missing, showing minor and only sporadic periodical activity.
This likely indicates that during our observations the circumstellar disk evolved from 2014 to 2015 in such a way that the
transfer of a moderate amount of matter to the accreting NS was
favored, but the disk conditions subsequently changed leading to
the opposite trend. At the time of writing, the source has still not
resumed its typical outburst X-ray intensity. This may be due
to major disruption of the circumstellar disk, or perhaps to its
distortion, thus preventing efficient accretion onto the NS. More
quantitative considerations about the disk changes are discussed
in the following sections.
3.3. Circumstellar Be disk size

The peak separation ∆V is an important parameter that helps to
trace the circumstellar disk conditions: ∆V is related to the disk
size and to the inclination angle i (see Eq. (2b)). A small peak
separation results from a combination of a large circumstellar
disk and a small inclination angle such that the disk is seen by
the observer as almost uncovered by the central star (i.e., a faceon system). Conversely, a large peak separation results from a
combination of a smaller disk and a large inclination angle such
that the disk is heavily obscured by the central star (i.e., an edgeon system). For rotationally dominated line profiles, the peak
separation ∆V of Hα emission lines can be used to estimate the
size of the Hα-emitting region Rd , that is, the circumstellar disk
size (Huang 1972):
2V sin i
Rd =
∆V

!j
R?

(8)

where j = 2 for Keplerian rotation, R? is the central star radius,
and  is a dimensionless parameter that takes into account several effects that would overestimate the disk radius,  = 0.9 ± 0.1
(Zamanov et al. 2013). We note here that other works report the
equation for Rd in another form (see e.g., Coe et al. 2006). However, Eq. (8) has two main advantages. First, it takes into account
the (usually incorrect) assumption that the star is critically rotating and, second, it uses the V sin i quantity, which is obtained
directly by observations. To calculate the disk radius, a stellar
radius of R? = 5.4 R has been assumed (see Sect. 3.1), while
V sin i has been derived by Eq. (2b). Figure 4 (middle panel)
shows the disk radius Rd as a function of the EW(Hα) (absolute value). A positive correlation between the two parameters
is found, in agreement with the expectation that the EW(Hα) reflects the size of the circumstellar disk (Quirrenbach et al. 1997;
Grundstrom & Gies 2006).
Figure 4 (bottom panel) shows the peak separation ∆V
as a function of the EW(Hα) (absolute value). A clear anticorrelation is present between the two parameters, indicating
that as the disk radius (i.e., the EW) grows, the peak separation
decreases. For strong EWs, the anti-correlation can be extrapolated down to a point where the two peaks merge (∆V = 0),
and a single peaked Hα line emerges. For a number of BeXRBs,
this occurs when the EW(Hα) becomes stronger than ∼−15 Å
(Reig et al. 2016). However, our observations show that ∆V is
still large at large disk radii (|EW| > 15 Å). This may be due to
the large inclination angle i, which causes the disk to be seen almost edge-on. Indeed, if i ∼ 90◦ , then it is difficult for the disk to
emerge out of the optical companion obscuration, even at large
radii. Also, results by Silaj et al. (2010) indicate that broadened
double-peaked Hα profiles (thus large ∆V values) are expected
at large inclination angles (see Fig. 5 in their work). On the other
hand, as Reig et al. (2016) point out, the EW limit value is expected to depend on the spectral resolution, which, in their case,
is generally much lower than ours (their spectra have typically
R < 2500).
To better understand the accretion dynamics, it is also interesting to compare the circumstellar disk size with the NS distance from V850 Cen. Assuming R? = 5.4 R , with V sin i and
∆V as observed with AAT (294 and 252 km s−1 , respectively, see
Table 2), a disk radius of Rd ∼ 2.2×1010 m ∼ 5.9 R? is obtained.
On the other hand, assuming an orbital eccentricity of e ∼ 0.5
and a semi-major axis of a x ∼ 500 lt-s (for an inclination angle
i = 90◦ , Sugizaki et al. 2015), the obtained periastron distance
is aperi = a(1 − e) ∼ 7.5 × 1010 m ∼ 19 R? . Therefore, when the
NS star approaches the periastron around the time of our AAT
observation, the circumstellar matter is still within the Rochelobe of V850 Cen (RRL ∼ 9 R? , calculated using the approximation by Eggleton 1983), and the transfer of matter onto the NS
is completely inhibited. Indeed, the periodical X-ray outbursts
around that period are missing (see Fig. 1). However, according
to our SALT observations in 2015, during that epoch the disk
radius grew up to Rd ∼ 9−11 R? and this was enough to allow
the transfer of matter onto the NS, as reflected by the (weak)
X-ray intensity of periodical outbursts during 2015. This is in
agreement with the X-ray activity evolution observed at the two
different epochs (see Fig. 1).
3.4. Inefficient tidal truncation

For closer binary orbits, the gravitational influence of the NS
onto the circumstellar disk leads to resonances between the
disk and the NS orbital period (Okazaki & Negueruela 2001;
A24, page 5 of 7
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Table 3. Spectral parameters of the Hβ emission line and derived disk parameters.

MJD

EW
[Å]

FWHM
[Å] (km s−1 )

∆V
[km s−1 ]

V/R

Rdisk
[R? ]

56763

−5.6 ± 0.1

3.8 ± 0.1 (235 ± 3)

180 ± 2

0.35 ± 0.01

3.2 ± 0.6

Haigh et al. 2004; Coe et al. 2006). Such resonances tend to
truncate the disk at specific radii, which can be calculated as
(see also Grundstrom et al. 2007):
R3/2
n =

(GM? )1/2
Porb
2πn

(9)

where G is the gravitational constant, M? is the central star
mass, Porb is the orbital period, and n is the integer number of disk rotational periods per orbital period. However,
Okazaki & Negueruela (2001) proposed that in high-eccentricity
binary systems, such as GX 304-1, disk truncation due to resonant effects is not efficient, and that the circumstellar disk
radius is only limited by the closest approach of the NS to
the companion, that is, by the periastron distance. Assuming
Porb = 132.189 d and M? = 9.9 M (Sugizaki et al. 2015), the
maximum observed disk radius (Rd ∼ 11 R? , see Sect. 3.3)
should be truncated by the 8:1 resonance, which implies an unusually high value of n for BeXRBs (see Monageng et al. 2017,
and references therein), and possibly indicates that the disk size
of V850 Cen as observed in the present work did not reach its
largest possible radial extension. This possibility is further explored in the following.
We observe the strongest EW(Hα) during our SALT campaign at MJD 57 086, that is −39 Å. Among BeXRBs, the maximum observed EW is found to correlate with the orbital period
of the binary system Porb (Reig et al. 1997; Antoniou et al. 2009;
Coe & Kirk 2015) and with the periastron distance (Reig et al.
2016). According to those authors, an orbital period of ∼132 d
(or, similarly, a periastron distance of 19 R? ) would imply an
EW of the Hα emission line between −30 and −40 Å. This is
consistent with our observations, suggesting that the circumstellar disk of V850 Cen was approaching its maximum size around
the time of observations with SALT. However, our optical observations do not cover a typical X-ray outburst; the X-ray flux
of periodical outbursts observed immediately before and after
our SALT campaign is about half of the GX 304-1 standard ones
(see Fig. 1). The lower X-ray flux is due to the lower mass accreted by the NS, which in turn reflects the lack of disk material
in the vicinity of the compact object. Within this interpretation
it is therefore possible that the maximum EW value observed
in the present work does not represent the actual maximum
size reachable by the circumstellar disk but rather a lower limit
on the maximum size, thus allowing GX 304-1 to deviate from
the above-mentioned correlations. Since those correlations have
been interpreted as evidence of disk truncation, the possibility
of GX 304-1 deviating from them is still consistent with the
model of inefficient tidal truncation in GX 304-1 proposed by
Okazaki & Negueruela (2001).
Finally, we note that typical circumstellar disk radii in
BeXRBs have ≤6 R? (Reig et al. 2016). This value is smaller
than that of circumstellar disk radii in isolated Be stars (&14 R? ).
Also, the resulting upper limit value is independent from the
donor star size. The above considerations suggest that the maximum extent of the disk is a characteristic quantity of binary systems in which tidal truncation is at work. On the other hand,
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Fig. 5. Selection of AAT/UCLES orders at bluer wavelengths. Highlighted are the prominent Hβ line and He I 4922, 5016 features.

V850 Cen develops a disk at least as large as ∼11 R? . Again,
this result can be interpreted as a possible hint for inefficient tidal
truncation in GX 304-1.
3.5. The Hβ emission line

Data from the AAT observation in 2014 allowed us to measure
the spectral parameters of the Hβ emission line. For this, we
applied the same procedure used for the measurement of Hα
line parameters (see Sect. 3.1). The results are summarized in
Table 3, while a selection of bluer AAT orders including the
Hβ emission line is shown in Fig. 5. The very presence of a
Hβ emission line indicates that the disk is already dense, even
at its smallest measured radius. The Hβ emitting disk radius has
been calculated according to Eq. (8), adopting a value of j = 1
(Mennickent & Vogt 1991) and results of about 3.2 R? . This is
in agreement with observations of Hβ emitting disks in other
Be stars (Mennickent 1991; Zamanov et al. 2016). However, we
note that, contrary to other Be star observations (Hanuschik et al.
1988; Zamanov et al. 2016), the Hβ peak separation (and the
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overall line shape) appears smaller than the Hα. In the case of
Hanuschik et al. (1988) the spectral resolution of the employed
instrument is of the order of R ∼ 105 , and this can be a possible
reason for the observed discrepancy. Moreover, as in the case for
the Hα line, the Hβ also shows a V < R line profile, indicating
that the asymmetry in the disk density extends down to smaller
radii.
Finally, the EWs of Hα and Hβ lines can be compared to constrain the luminosity class of optical companions in high-mass
X-ray binaries (Reig et al. 1996; Fabregat et al. 1996). Our results suggest a luminosity class III–V, which is consistent with
the stellar classification proposed by Parkes et al. (1980).

4. Conclusions
We have analyzed optical spectra of V850 Cen, the donor star of
the BeXRB GX 304-1. Data were taken with the AAT/UCLES
and SALT/HRS, spanning over one year and distributed along
the orbital period of the binary system. Our study has focused
on the Balmer emission lines, and the characterization of the circumstellar disk, in order to gain insight into the connection between the stellar wind structure of V850 Cen and the X-ray activity of GX 304-1. Our main results are summarized as follows:
– During all our observations, the Hα line is always present
in emission. Its profile is always double-peaked, although it
shows strong variation on a time scale of ∼1 yr.
– Our observations support a large inclination angle, that is,
i & 60◦ , possibly an edge-on system.
– The Hα-emitting circumstellar disk has a size that ranges
from ∼5.9 R? in 2014 to ∼11 R? one year later. With a
Roche-lobe at the periastron of RRL ∼ 9 R? , the X-ray intermittent activity of GX 304-1 is a direct consequence of
the circumstellar disk evolution.
– Several pieces of evidence point to the possibility of inefficient truncation of the circumstellar disk by the orbiting
NS, as expected from theoretical arguments for this source’s
binary configuration. However, no firm conclusion can be
drawn from our data on this particular subject.
– Detection of the Hβ emission line and its comparison to the
Hα line allow us to derive a circumstellar disk size of the
Hβ emitting region that is about half of the Hα-emitting disk
and to constrain the luminosity class of the source as III–V,
consistent with the previously proposed class.
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